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Model Z I got this bike on a trade deal. It was in need of a lot of TLC when I got it. So I put it
through the shop to make a nice rider out of it. I have it listed as a because when I got it, the
original tank was ruby red with the decals. Most all of the other accessories also translated to a
Normally, I would just identify the year by the serial number, but the frame does not have a
serial number on it. It must be a replacement frame. The serial number wasn't removed, it was
never there. Common with factory replacement frames. Dealers are supposed to apply serial
numbers of the damaged frame, but often times do not. The serial number on the engine
appears to be in the range for a Honda Z So I imagine the engine was swapped out at some
point with a newer one. What did I do to it? To make this bike into a rider, I had to replace the
fuel tank with a new aftermarket tank, the decals, side cover, and side cover decal were also
replaced. The front fork tubes were replaced with new aftermarket tubes, along with gators,
springs, trim rings, etc. Front triple tree was repainted with as close a color as I could find to the
Candy Ruby Red. The headlight and tail light assemblies were also replaced. The seat got a new
seat cover. The front fender replaced with a new OEM fender. New front steering bearings
installed. New brakes front and rear. New front and rear sprockets. A new head was installed on
the engine. The carburetor was rebuilt. New points installed. New OEM air filter element
installed. New gas cap, fuel valve, and fuel line installed. I may have forgotten some other
incidentals that were replaced. This bike does have a complete original air cleaner assembly,
original kill switch and light switch that work, and the tools are still mounted behind the side
cover. Some of the defects are a crack and hole in the sprocket cover, a slight bend in left
handlebar, minor bends in rear fender, tires are useable but show substantial wear, minor

pitting and rusting on various components. Please check the pics carefully to see the condition
as I may not have listed every defect. The bike runs great. Doesn't smoke or leak oil. Starts first
or second kick every time. Shifts smoothly through all 3 speeds. There is no title! Bike will be
sold with "Bill of Sale" only. Bike is for local pick up only. There are some transporters I have
used in the past, that will give you a shipping quote. I can give you their phone numbers. There
is also U ship. Please email with questions. Model Z Series. Not currently running. Engine turns
over, has compression and should run without too much work. The Bad: When I got it, it had
spent some time setting outside with no fuel cap on the tank, thus the tank has a good amount
of rust in it. Thats about it for the bad. The little bike looks to be complete other than the fuel
cap. Should be an easy worthwhile project, original exhaust seems to be intact and the chrome
fenders should clean up with chrome polish. Model CT. This bike is basically new, with only 91
miles. I don't know the year. I think it's clone which is newer. Very high quality and solid made! I
believe the engine is a 50cc, but not sure. See vin number. Everything is gleaming and
sparkling! The tires are in NEW looking condition but original! The only flaw I can see is the chip
in the front light housing. You can easily replace this if you desire, but it's no big deal. Just look
at the beautiful bike! If features, horn, headlight, tail light, break light, blinkers, auto start by
push button, or kick start, adjustable seat, speedometer, odometer etc. The battery has been
disconnected because it's probable dead, so the button start won't work until you replace the
battery. I will try to charge it overnight. You can adjust the idle and linkages as desired. In
summary, this is just a beautiful little solid bike with only 91 miles, basically new. You can load
it in your tiny truck and take it camping, or to your Thanksgiving feast for fun with family! With a
bike this small you can have all kinds of fun anywhere! Model Honda Mini Trail Come see for
yourself. Upon its release this bike was considered to be a significant leap in technology in
comparison to other mini bikes on the market at the time. The Honda Mini Trail with its efficient
49 cc four-stroke engine, semi-automatic transmission, street legal lighting and lowered bars
make this the ultimate cruiser. Model Z50m. I am helping a friend sell this rare Honda Z50 M
motorcycle. The picture shown is NOT the actual bike but a photo of one that was restored to
original condition. We will try to get one of this bike. It was a barn find. This type of Honda Z50
M mini trail has the red frame with white fenders. It was first released in to the European,
Japanese and Canadian markets. It became one of Honda's first ever mini bikes. This one is the
European model. It does have Iowa paperwork and is located in southwest Iowa and that's
where it will need to be picked up. It has a torn seat and was running when stored in a barn
years ago. Has original key. Tanks are good with no badges. Tires are up. Has headlight, speedo
and tail light. Exhaust under pegs. Has air cleaner, heel and toe shifter, good fenders, fold down
handle bars that work and look straight and the fold down seat works. Chain is froze. Shows
miles. And full payment in 7 days. It can be stored for a while if paid for in full. Email any
questions!!! These monkey bikes are very hard to find. I reserve the right to end the auction
early as it is for sale locally. This bike has been taken completely down to the frame, repainted,
plated and polished and would be a great gift for Dad or Son or make a wonderful addition to
that Man Cave or Office, its a great conversation piece. All parts have been restored or replaced
with the correct factory originals where possible. No expense has been spared to bring it back
to its former glory. All electrical bulbs, switches, battery, etc. New tires, seat, levers, peg
rubbers, shift lever, taillight bracket and light assembly, emblems, all decals, the list goes on
and on, too much to list here. The handlebars are factory original and are straight, but there are
some very small scuffs in the chrome surface. Completely repainted with automotive paint and
then clear coat two stage. It is not the correct factory yellow, but you would be hard pressed to
see a difference and the yellow really pops with the clear. All fasteners, hardware, brackets, etc.
It runs great, no smoke or leaks. All engine covers have been painted and polished where
needed. This is not just another dressed up Z50, a lot of time and effort has been put into this
restoration. Ebay made me list something for a title, so I did list it as a "clear" title, but this bike
does not have a title. The state of Utah will not issue a title for an off-road vehicle of this age.
Your state may be different so check with your DMV. I will provide a Bill of Sale. I am sure I have
not covered everything here so please be sure to ask any questions before buying, if I can think
of anything else I will add it. I am willing to take any additional photos that may be needed and
will answer all question quickly and honestly. Be sure to look over all photos carefully and
again ask any questions. The buyer will be responsible for all shipping costs and arrangements.
I am willing to crate if needed, but at an additional cost. This is a gorgeous little mini bike that
has very low hours on it. The bike is in near mint condition and has very few flaws in it. The bike
was found stashed away here in Nevada, where it sat for many many years. The bike shows little
wear. The tires are almost brand new and they are originals to the bike! The paint is in stellar
condition. The paint is red and is beautiful! The paint on the entire bike is amazing. There is
some chips on one area of the frame, the seat is perfect and looks amazing! The chrome on the

bike shines like a brand new penny. The handlebars and controls look amazing and are all
original and untouched. The electical all works. The brake light works sometimes, this is
probably just a bad connection from the original bulb. The fenders are straight as an arrow and
look amazing, there is a little scratch on the rear fender, very very minor for an all, original,
untouched Honda mini bike. The tank is very straight and the decals on it are all original. The
left side decal has a chip out of it. The tank is perfect inside with zero rust. The left side side
cover has a scratch on it. The engine is in amazing shape for being all original. There is little to
no dirt and grime on it. This bike has not been ridden much since new. The exhaust looks
practically new on the bike. The paint is perfect and same as the chrome, the headlight bucket is
in very nice shape! The paint is shiny, like new! Is does have a little crack near the mounting
hole. The forks and rubber are in like new condition! The cables look like they are brand new
and have seen very very little use. The wheels and tires look nearly new, again, this bike has so
little hours on it. You just don't see all original, untouched, and unrestored Honda z50's like this
one. This is so rare to find a bike this clean, it's amazing. It runs good but I think it could use a
carb adjustment since its been sitting for so long. It does not idle very well. It could be a
clogged jet. Not sure. The hoses on the bike are original and look like new. The original spring
is on the fuel line, that is never there on bikes! The rear brake lever has a scrap on it, it looks
like somebody hit rock when they were riding it, I do NOT have a title for the bike. Please look at
the pictures before bidding. I am selling some very nice Honda mini bikes. Look at my other
auctions! I can store this bike for up to a month so that shipping arrangements can be made. I
can get a motorcycle pallet if needed for transport. I only accept cash in person, check, or
money order as acceptable forms of payment. Please ask any and all questions that you might
have before bidding on the bike. I only accept cash, check, or money order for forms of
payment. My phone number is Thanks for looking! Model Nice little bike appears pretty much all
there. No headlight or side panel plate. Good compression. Seat ripped. No chain. Exhaust solid
no rust. Was going to be my project but lost interest. Put a little time and money in this and
have a cool icon of the 70's! Selling my Street legal Honda Z50 mini trail monkey bike Runs and
drives I have a brand new oem black Honda seat for itI have a brand new side engine coverAnd
a few more parts for it. Many upgrades make this bike a one of a kind that you can ride or
display in your office to admire. Over sized 4. This is the coolest and fastest play bike I have
ever built. I have these in several colors so just ask. Bill of Sale on the bike since in Tn it is
considered a Moped, check your local laws. I do all the motors myself and everything needed
was replaced making this bike turn key and ready to ride. Ask about Big Bore Kits and more if
you are interested. Feel free to contact me for better pictures or questions anytime by going to
my ebay ID and finding my contact info there. I can be reached via phone if you have questions
about this bike or the other Classic Honda's I have for sale. All reasonable offers will be
entertained. This classic bike includes FREE shipping to the lower 48 states when you pay the
Buy It Now price, all others must arrange payment for shipping but I will help as much as I can
to get the bike to you. I have used uship with great success and offer free quotes on door to
door shipping. I have been selling my bikes on ebay for years and my feedback shows it. I make
it easy so hit the Buy It Now and let me do the rest. If you want one in every color then we can
arrange that also. Local pickup is fine and I can even meet you down the road a miles or so free
of charge. Happy Trails 2 Ya. The rear brake lever has a scrap on it, it looks like somebody hit
rock when they were riding it, I do not have a title for the bike. The bike is in near mint condition
and has very few flaws. The other 2 will be for sale in separate listings, the one for sale here is
the one in all the other pictures and video. I bought these bikes a few years ago for my older
daughters, and they just never showed any interest. I am just trying to recoup what I paid for
them. They are all very nice and what looks to be original condition. I have done nothing to them
other than drain the fuel and wipe them off. I want to keep the cost down for buyers so, no
paypal. That way I can just basically ask for what I paid and the only loss is ebay fees. Model
Z50 Mini Trail. This little bike is in amazing original condition. The paint has no fading and it
runs awesome. All of the lights work as they should. The rear fend
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er has a small spot where it appears to have be bent and then bent back. Otherwise, this bike
looks amazing. It is hard to believe this bike is 46 years old. The spark plug wrench is still
attached under the seat. These bike are so hard to find like this. There is no title. I will provide a
Bill of Sale only. After the initial deposit the balance can be paid through PayPal, but the buyer
will be required to pay the PayPal transfer fee. You can call or text me with any questions. Dave
Grants Pass, OR. Gresham, OR. Mill Valley, CA. South Kingstown, RI. Eau Gallie, FL. Alpharetta,
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